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Problems with scoring
methods and ordinal scales
in risk assessment

D. Hubbard
D. Evans

Risk assessment methods based on scoring methods that rate the
severity of each risk factor on an ordinal scale are widely used and
frequently perceived by users to have value. We argue that this
perceived benefit is probably illusory in most cases. We begin by
describing a number of common scoring methods currently used to
assess risk in a variety of different domains. We then review the
literature on the use of ordinal scales in risk analysis, the use of
Bverbal scales[ for eliciting estimates of risks and probabilities, and
the extensive research about peculiar human errors when assessing
risks. We also supplement this overview with some data of our
own. When these diverse kinds of evidence are combined, the case
against scoring methods is difficult to deny. In addition to the
evidence against the value of scoring methods, there is also a lack
of good evidence in their favor. We conclude our overview by
reviewing the reasons why risk assessment approaches should
describe risk in terms of mathematical probabilities.

Introduction
Many methods for risk assessment involve the use of scoring
methods in which the severity of each risk factor is rated
on an ordinal scale. The resulting values are then combined
by additive weighting or by multiplication to compute an
aggregate measure of overall risk. In this paper, we provide
an overview of the existing research and argue that, taken
together, these diverse examples of evidence suggest that
scoring methods are not useful tools for risk assessment. In
arguing for this conclusion, we are not merely claiming that
arithmetically combining ordinal scales is logically invalid.
This is true regardless of the risk management context.
Rather, we claim that the widespread use of scoring methods
in risk assessment is flawed for a wide variety of reasons. To
a mathematically sophisticated reader, some of our points
may appear unoriginal or obvious. This, however, would be
to miss our primary point: The widespread use of scoring
methods in real-world settings is still a serious problem that
needs addressing, and these methods are beset by many flaws
aside from the mathematical ones.
We start by describing a number of common scoring

methods currently used to assess risk in a variety of different
domains. We then identify and discuss four important

problems associated with the use of these scoring methods,
which we may briefly state as follows. First, they do not
usually take into account the findings of psychological
research concerning the cognitive biases that impair most
people’s ability to assess risk. Second, the verbal labels used
in ordinal scales are interpreted extremely inconsistently
among different users and by the same user. Third, many
users treat these scales as if they are ratio scales, with the
result that they draw invalid inferences. Fourth, simple
scoring methods rarely consider correlations that would
change the relative risks. Taken together, these four problems
indicate that scoring methods are likely to be poor tools for
risk assessment.
The only Bevidence[ in favor of using scoring methods in

risk assessment consists of testimonials from users of such
methods, claiming that they perceived great value in these
methods. Published case studies even exist in the literature
describing the application of such methods. However,
subjective perceptions of benefit do not always correlate with
objective measures of success. Such objective evidence in
favor of scoring methods in risk assessment is lacking. When
the lack of evidence in favor of such methods is combined
with the powerful arguments against them, one is forced to
conclude that scoring methods should not be used for risk
assessment. We conclude this paper by arguing that risk
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assessment should instead involve the use of mathematical
probabilities.

Scoring methods for risk assessment:
A brief survey
Many risk management methods promoted by management
consultants and international standard organizations
involve calculating a numerical value for risk based on
simple point scales (defined below) combined in some way.
Such scales are subjective and are usually based on some
kind of ordinal comparisons or classifications.
On an ordinal scale, factors such as likelihoods are

assigned numbers in such a way that the order of the numbers
reflects the order of the factors on an underlying attribute
scale. Two factors x and y with attribute values aðxÞ and aðyÞ
are assigned numbers mðxÞ and mðyÞ such that mðxÞ 9 mðyÞ if
aðxÞ 9 aðyÞ.
Two broad categories of subjective ordinal risk assessment

methods are widely used. We will refer to them as additive
and multiplicative. Additive scores are those in which several
independent factors are weighted and added together. For
example, when evaluating the credit risk of an international
customer, a manufacturer might identify factors for country
stability, order size, currency volatility, and so on. Additive
scores tend to be used to evaluate overall risks of projects,
investments, and policies, for example. Multiplicative scores
are those that have just two or three factors that are multiplied
together. When two factors are used, they are usually likelihood
and impact (or probability and consequence), and they are
generally not individually weighted as in additive schemes.
These scores are often used to represent the evaluation of the
risk of individual events, such as theft of data by hackers
(i.e., malicious users) or power outage in the factory. Some
three-factor variations of multiplicative scores, particularly in
security-related areas, use threat, vulnerability, and impact.
In each of these approaches, the following

characterizations apply. First, some set of factors is
identifiedVpossibly many factors for additive methods but
usually just two or three for multiplicative methods. Next,
each factor is rated according to some kind of point scheme.
A typical framework is an ordinal scale of 1–5, but other
scales are also used. If project duration is considered a risk
factor in an additive scoring method for information
technology (IT) project risks, then the duration in months
might be converted to discrete values on this five-point scale.
Sometimes, simple three-point high, medium, and low scales
are used. After rating each factor, the factors are then
combined. For additive scoring methods, weights are applied
to each factor, and then the weighted values are added. In
scoring methods that simply utilize likelihood and impact,
the weighted values are usually multiplied. Sometimes, the
ordinal scale is converted to yet another scale before the
weighted values are combined. For example, on a
multiplicative scale, a Blow[ impact score might be converted

to a 1 and a Bhigh[ impact converted to a 10. Finally, the
resulting value is compared with yet another arbitrary scale
(e.g., a score of 10–18 is Bmedium[ risk, and a score of
greater than 25 is Bextreme risk[). In the case of
multiplicative scores, the likelihood and impact might be
plotted on a so-called Brisk matrix[ in which different regions
are defined as a high/medium/low risk.
These sorts of weighted scoring methods are relatively easy

to create and teach. Consequently, the use of scoring
methods tends to spread quickly, and themethods have become
popular for several applications. Respected organizations
have designed such methods and represent them as Bbest
practice[ for thousands of users. For example, the U.S. Army
has developed a weighted scoring-based method for evaluating
the risks of missions [1]. The U.S. Department of Health and
Human Services uses a weighted scoring method to determine
vaccine allocations in the event of a pandemic outbreak [2],
and the U.S. National Aeronautics and Space Administration
(NASA) uses a scoring method for assessments of risks in
manned and unmanned space missions [3, 4].
Additionally, a variety of influential standards that are now

considered as Bbest practice[ in the information-technology
industry include proposed risk assessment methods based on
ordinal scores. For example, the National Institute of
Standards and Technology (NIST), which is a federal agency
of the U.S. tasked with setting measurement standards, has
developed the NIST 800-30 standard for assessing
information-technology security risks [5]. The Project
Management Institute (PMI), which describes itself as the
Bworld’s leading not-for-profit association for the project
management profession[ on its website, has trained and
certified thousands of people in its methods that include a
scoring approach to evaluating project risk. PMI membership
includes many IT professionals as well as non-IT
professionals. In its Project Management Body of
Knowledge, PMI proposes its own risk scoring approach
based on ordinal scales [6]. Finally, the Information Systems
Audit and Control Association has certified thousands of
professionals in its training programs and has developed the
Val IT and Risk IT methods for evaluating the value and risk
of IT investments.
Of the cited examples above, all but two are additive

scores. The NASA and NIST scores are multiplicative.
The NIST score is an example of a scheme that uses
high/medium/low categories and then converts those
categories to another quantity (0.1, 0.5, and 1 for likelihood;
10, 50, and 100 for impact) before multiplying them
together.
Clearly, weighted scoring methods have been adopted by

influential organizations for assessing a variety of risky
decisions involving not only major investments and projects
but also public health and safety. If these methods are
flawed, as we argue in the following section, then the
consequences could be serious.
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Four problems with scoring methods
In this section, we argue that scoring methods are badly
flawed and identify four associated problems. Before
examining each problem in turn, however, it is valuable to
ask why these methods have spread so widely if they are
really as problematic as we claim. One main reason may be
that these methods tend to be applied to decisions for which
the results are not immediately apparent, and the quality of
the decision is not obviously measurable. If an organization
uses a scoring method to rank the risks of some relatively
infrequent event (e.g., flu pandemics, engineering
catastrophes, or major IT security breaches), a very long time
may be required to determine whether the assessments
effectively track outcomes. In addition, this assumes that the
organization is systematically tracking the event and
statistically analyzing the results with respect to original
forecasts, which is not often the case. More often, managers
may be interpreting anecdotal outcomes in a way that
supports a particular assessment method. As a result, scoring
methods are rarely evaluated in a rigorous fashion, and they
persist despite their uselessness or even harmfulness.
From our review of the literature, we have identified four

important problems, which we mentioned in the introduction,
associated with the use of these scoring methods. We now
examine each of these four problems in turn.

Partial review of literature on cognitive biases
Several decades of empirical research in psychology have
revealed that people are ineffective at assessing risk.
Moreover, they depart from normative standards in certain
systematic ways. In other words, people are not only
irrational, they are also Bpredictably irrational[ [7]. In this
section, we provide a brief and partial review of the literature
on cognitive bias and discuss some of the implications for the
use of scoring methods in risk assessment.
The systematic ways in which people make poor risk

assessments are often attributed to a well-documented set of
cognitive biases that systematically skew human judgment in
certain directions. For example, when estimating the frequency
of dangerous events, most people ignore available statistical
information about base rates and instead base their estimates
on their memories, which are biased toward vivid, unusual,
or emotionally charged examples. Researchers refer to this bias
as the Bavailability heuristic,[ referring to the recall of
Bavailable[ memories. Most people also tend to assume that
individual random events are influenced by previous random
events (referred to as the gambler’s fallacy), and overestimate
the probability of good things happening to them compared
with other people (referred to as the optimism bias). Most
people also search for or interpret information in a way that
confirms their preconceptions (confirmation bias) and claim
more responsibility for successes than failures (self-serving
bias). Many other cognitive biases have been identified by
psychologists.

Other phenomena associated with the risk estimation
process may affect subjective responses. Anchoring, for
example, is the phenomenon of making estimates based on
adjustments to a previously conceptualized quantity. This
effect appears to occur even when the previous quantity is
unrelated to the new estimate. In one experiment, the
researchers conducted a survey of college students in which
one question asked for the last four digits of their social
security number. The very next question asked for an
estimate of the number of physicians in Manhattan. The
researchers found a correlation of 0.4 between these two
answers, indicating that estimates of physician numbers had
been influenced by the estimators’ social security numbers,
although these are clearly unrelated. The same researchers
found that questions that are logically identical, yet Bframed[
differently (such as survival probabilities versus mortality
probabilities for medical procedures), can give rise to
significantly different responses [8]. These effects are routinely
considered in the design of public opinion surveys but are not
considered in nearly all of the common risk assessment
methodologies.
Perhaps one of the most significant biases related to risk

assessments is that of overconfidence [9, 10]. Most people
consistently overestimate their certainty about a forecast. In
other words, if a manager believes that there is a 90% chance
some event will not occur, and this is tracked for a large
number of such events, then he will be correct much less
than 90% of the time. A review of several experiments shows
that when subjects believe that they have identified a range
that has a 90% chance of containing the correct value, their
track record shows that this range only contains the correct
value between 55% and 78% of the time. Since assessing risk
must involve assessing the likelihood of some event,
overconfidence means that subjective estimates of chance
will consistently be biased so that somewhat unlikely events
will be underestimated. In other words, if a person believes
that there is a 90% chance that a catastrophic event will not
happen, then the chance the event will occur may be much
higher than they believe. In the technical jargon, subjective
probabilities are often miscalibrated.
Another important phenomenon is not so much a

biasVwhich tends to be consistent, by definitionVbut an
inconsistency itself. A person asked to evaluate the same
item on different occasions tends to give different estimates,
although no change in information justifies the change in
judgment. Simple linear regressions of human judgments
based on various questions as independent variables in
a judgment model improve upon unaided human judgment
[11, 12]. In other words, when people use such linear models,
they are more consistent than when they rely entirely on
intuition, and this alone improves performance. One
important reason for this is that the linear model removes
human inconsistency. Studies of this Bintrapersonal
reliability[ show it to be fairly low [13]. For example, a study
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of x-ray specialists showed that the same set of cases
examined a week apart had a correlation of the prognoses of
just 0.6, indicating that specialists may make quite different
prognoses when presented with the same cases [14]. The
same specialists were giving prognoses that were different for
no reason other than random variation.
These biases and related challenges are persistent and are

not overcome without specific and extensive training,
controls, and adjustments. Some progress has been made in
devising mental techniques and tools that people can use to
overcome or at least reduce bias and thereby make more
rational decisions. These debiasing strategies include
meta-cognition, instruction in rational choice theory and
probability, decision-support systems, and cognitive forcing
[15]. Inconsistency seems to partially offset by repeatedly
asking a number of similar questions and statistically
assessing the variance. The effects of response item order
(due to anchoring) can be offset by asking different persons
the same questions in different orders.
There is much more literature on heuristics and biases than

would fit within the scope of this paper. However, despite the
significance of the research on cognitive biases and its
relevance to risk assessment, none of the common scoring
methods account for such bias. Because assessing likelihood
is so central to risk assessments, overconfidence alone
would be a debilitating shortcoming for any risk assessment
if left unaddressed. The effects of anchoring, framing, and
inconsistency would only further compound this challenge.

Existing research regarding the variability of
verbal labels
A characteristic of virtually all scoring methods is the use of
some verbal labels for eliciting judgments. Likelihood, for
example, might be put into categories of Bvery likely,[
Blikely,[ Bas likely as not,[ Bunlikely,[ and Bvery unlikely.[
Additionally, as in the case of the NIST 800-30 security
model, an even simpler Bhigh,[ Bmedium,[ or Blow[
differentiation may be used. Similarly, such verbal
expressions are used to categorize impact (e.g., Bmoderate[
or Bextremely severe[). Such kinds of verbal methods are
used because it is believed that users of these methods will
have better comprehension and, therefore, more reliable use
of the method if simple labels are used. It is also assumed
that if the labels are further defined in great detail, then the
scales will be used consistently. Unfortunately, neither of
these assumptions is valid when scrutinized in an empirical
fashion. In this section, we review some of the existing
evidence that undermines these assumptions.
For example, the Intergovernment Panel on Climate

Change report made use of verbal expressions of likelihood
instead of quantitatively expressed probabilities. A table was
provided to define what each of the labels meant in
quantitative terms. The table would define Bvery likely[ as
meaning Bgreater than 90%[ and Bunlikely[ as meaning Bless

than 33%.[ Research showed that when given specific uses
in context (e.g., BIt is very likely that hot extremes, heat
waves, and heavy precipitation events will continue to
become more frequent[) and even when provided with
detailed definitions of the probability labels, subjects who
read the report interpreted the labels to mean a wide variety
of possible values even so far as to violate the defined
rule [16]. In other words, even when users were given tables
that explained what range of values were valid for specific
labels, users still interpreted the labels differentlyVsometimes
even outside of the specified ranges. It was even possible
for the label Bunlikely[ to be interpreted as meaning Bas much
as a 66% probability.[
In the same manner, the NIST 800-30 guideline for

assessing IT security risks defines high, medium, and low
for both likelihood and impact. The definition of Blow
likelihood[ states that Bthe threat-source lacks motivation or
capability, or controls are in place to prevent, or at least
significantly impede, the vulnerability from being exercised[
and goes on to state that this will be converted to a likelihood
of 0.1.
When different individuals interpret the same labels to

mean very different things, there can arise an Billusion of
communication[ [16]. Subjects may describe the probability
of a given event with the same verbal label and conclude
on this basis that they agree; however, since they may
implicitly attach different probability ranges to the verbal
label, their agreement may be illusory. To further complicate
matters, the same individual may attach a different
probability range to the same label in different contexts. The
additional variance caused by the inconsistent interpretation
of these labelsVeven when care is taken to provide detailed
definitionsVis another source of error in most scoring
models.

Invalid inferences
Arbitrary features of the scoring scheme itself often have a
larger impact on results than the users might be aware of.
In the first place, people who use them treat the values arrived
at by means of these methods as if they were values on a ratio
scale, when in fact they are, of course, values on an ordinal
scale. This lack of care leads users to draw invalid inferences
that are always misleading and sometimes harmful.
In 1946, Stevens introduced the idea of different Bscales[

of measurement [17]. The scales describe the nature of
information contained within the numbers assigned to
attributes. Among the various levels of measurement
identified by Stevens were ordinal and ratio scales. Note that
in this paper we limit our discussion to the choice between
ordinal and ratio scales. Additionally, we do not believe that
the nominal and interval scales that Stevens also identified
are relevant to the debate on methods for risk assessment.
Unlike ordinal scales (described earlier), ratio scales assign
numbers to attributes so that differences and ratios between
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the numbers are meaningful; that is, such a scale has a natural
zero value and is unique up to the choice of the scale unit.
In other words, the scale is nonarbitrary.
We believe that many people tend to treat measurements as

if they were made on a ratio scale unless explicitly warned
to do otherwise. A certain kind of mental discipline and
mathematical sophistication is needed to remember that
one is using an ordinal scale, and we suspect that this
discipline and sophistication is often lacking in those who
use scoring methods in risk assessments. This can lead users
to draw invalid inferences that may sometimes be harmful.
For example, likelihood may originally be assessed on a

five-point verbal scale and later converted into a numerical
representation for ease of processing. If Bnot very likely[ is
converted into a value of 2, and Bvery likely[ is converted
into a value of 4, then someone who treats this ordinal scale
as if it were a ratio scale might infer that the likelihood of
the latter category is exactly double the likelihood of the
former. This inference may well be invalid, since ordinal
scales involve an indeterminate distance metric.
BRange compression[ is another problem that has been

pointed out regarding the use of such scales [18]. Since
ordinal scores tend to use scales with a small number of
discrete values, there can be a significant loss of resolution in
the assessment. This loss of resolution is more apparent
when, as is done in some scoring models, known quantities
are converted to an ordinal scale. For example, an additive
scoring model that assesses the risk of IT projects may
convert Bplanned duration[ in months to a five-point ordinal
scale such that less than three months is a B1,[ three to
six months is a B2,[ and so on. One scoring method that has
been proposed for ranking IT project portfolios converts
return on investment to an ordinal scale so that each scale
increment is an extremely wide range of values
(e.g., 1%–299% is converted to a score of B1[) [19].

If the original quantity were uniformly distributed among
the discrete score values, then the additional error added
by this rounding off (i.e., conversion of wide ranges of values
to a few scores) would be half of the range of values in
one ordinal increment. Note that this rounding error is
exacerbated by two factors. First, many of the scales defined
are not linear (a B1[ for project duration may mean one to
three months, while a B4[ may mean one to two years).
Second, responses in the purely subjective scales are often
highly clustered. One of the authors collected the data for
scoring responses from the scoring schemes used in five
different organizations. All were used for IT project risk
assessment, and all were based on five-point scales. In each
case, 3–12 individuals had to assess up to 40 factors for
each member in a list of separate IT risks or IT projects for a
total of more than 2,000 individual item responses. The
distribution of responses for all five methods is shown in
Figure 1 (the bars indicate the minimum, average, and
maximum among the seven methods). As may be observed,
just two of the values on the scale account for the majority of
choices. In effect, the scale is used more like a two- or
three-point scale, further reducing the resolution and
increasing the rounding error. This is a cursory examination
of a few real-world examples, but it does make the nature
of this problem clear.
Another assumption is that functions based on simple

additive or multiplicative operations are an adequate
approximation of a function that might realistically represent
risks. This assumption may have an analogy with the fanciful
example of aircraft engineers attempting to accurately
compute the range of an aircraft by making use of weighting
and adding factors associated with wingspan and fuel tank
size instead of using the relevant differential equations.
Actuaries and risk analysts who use quantitative simulations
routinely need to use higher-order nonlinear equations that

Figure 1

Distribution of item responses.
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are either derived from fundamental axioms of probability
theory or empirically validated.

Invisible correlations
More elaborate quantitative models of risks must generally
account for a variety of possible correlations among the
modeled variables. A portfolio that has 50 investments is not
well diversified if there are high correlations among all of
them (e.g., if they all involve parts for oil rigs, and their
business is a function of oil prices). Excluding such
correlations from the model would cause a systematic
underestimation of risks, and it would be considered a
significant oversight for such models to exclude correlations.
However, such issues are almost never considered in any of
the ordinal scoring methods.
Furthermore, it is common in quantitative models of the

risks of systems (e.g., nuclear power plants) to model
Bcascade failures[ and Bcommon mode failures.[ These are
single failures that simultaneously cause several other
failures and failures that cause a chain reaction sequence of
other failures, respectively. As with correlations, leaving
such relationships out of a model would be considered a
significant shortcoming that, again, results in the systematic
and dramatic underestimation of risks.
A multiplicative model, for example, will assess the

likelihood and impact of several different risk events as if they
were entirely independent. When the scores are aggregated,
three different events may be considered to be Bmedium[ or
Blow[ risks. However, if the events are correlated and have an
impact on one another, then three low-to-medium risks can
together produce one very high risk.

Describing risk in terms of probabilities
We may summarize the four problems we identified in the
previous section in terms of four common fallacies that have
arisen about scoring methods. The first fallacy is the idea that
without further aid or adjustment, subjective assessments
of experts are an adequate assessment of risks. This is not
true; the research in human judgment and decision making
cited in the section BA partial review of literature on
cognitive biases[ shows that various known errors and biases
are highly significant in the subjective assessment of risks,
even forVin fact particularly forVexperts.
The second fallacy is the idea that if a scale is very

Brigorously[ defined, then it will be used in a predictable
consistent manner. This is not true either; the research cited in
the section BExisting research regarding the variability of
verbal labels[ shows that the verbal scales are used in a highly
inconsistent manner, even when users are given a great deal of
descriptive detail about the definitions of the values.
The third fallacy is the idea that the exact scales and

scoring calculations chosen are arbitrary and will not
ultimately have as much bearing on the outcomes as the input
of the experts. This is patently false; the arbitrary choice of

whether a scale is a three- or five-point scale, together with
the choice of how the scales are to be combined, can
affect the results or produce nonsensical results. Furthermore,
the arbitrary application of operations such as addition and
multiplication to these ordinal scales adds even more error.
The fourth and final fallacy is the idea that correlations and

other interactions among events are not necessary to model a
rough approximation. This is false: In quantitative risk
models, it is known that excluding correlations and
relationships such as cascade failures or common mode
failures can cause a model to greatly underestimate risks.
There is no reason to believe this issue is somehow alleviated
by using ordinal scales.
All of the previously identified scoring methods are

associated with these fallacies. However, this is also true for
the more Brigorous[ approaches, such as the analytic
hierarchy process (AHP), that mathematically attempt to
analyze verbal preferences. Since the AHP can be used to
estimate the coefficients of ordinal scales, proponents of
AHP point out that such scales will then directly yield a
cardinal product that is potentially accurate and relevant.
However, this does not imply that AHP thereby avoids the
problems we have identified with the use of ordinal scales in
risk assessment, since these mathematical adjustments are
only valid for converting ordinal utility measures to cardinal
utility values. However, in risk assessment, subjective utility
is only part of the concern; without objectively valid
(i.e., well-calibrated) probability assessments and cost
estimates, even the most finely tuned subjective utility
values will be useless. The theory behind converting ordinal
utility into cardinal utility (as developed by von Neumann
and Morgenstern [20]) is quite a different topic than the
degree to which the predictive power of subjectively
chosen scores is empirically validated.
Likewise, the theoretical soundness of AHP (which has

been disputed [21–27]) is a separate issue from the empirical
description of whether the potential accuracy of AHP is ever
realized in practice. Regardless of how much personal
satisfaction that people may derive from using AHP, its
objective value as a risk assessment tool depends on showing
that experts using AHP outperform experts using their own
unaided intuition in a controlled forecasting experiment.
There is, however, no such evidence. Instead, the research
concerning the validity of AHP, as with other scoring
models, has focused on other measures, such as how well the
method predicts the stated preferences of users, and not how
well it forecasts real-world events, such as costs, project
failures, and industrial accidents [28]. Furthermore, nothing
in AHP solves the problems described in the section
BExisting research regarding the variability of verbal labels.[
The Bgarbage in/garbage out[ problem (i.e., erroneous input
produces erroneous output) exists for AHP if eliciting
probabilities and risks by scales (in this case, pairwise
comparisons) is flawed.
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Again, care must be taken not to confuse the perception of
a benefit with actual improvements in the accuracy of
assessments. Studies have already shown that gathering more
information and interacting with other individuals before
making a decision can improve subjective confidence in the
decision without improving its objective quality; indeed, it
can even decrease the objective quality [29, 30]. One
empirical study of decision quality does, in fact, show that
the use of a well-known AHP tool improved confidence
without an improvementVor perhaps even a degradationVin
decision quality [31].
To avoid all of these problems, risk assessment should use

methods that meet the following three criteria. First and
foremost, useful risk assessment methods must use explicit
probabilities and magnitudes of losses expressed
quantitatively instead of using surrogate verbal or ordinal
scales. In other words, instead of stating that likelihood and
impact are Bhigh[ and Bmedium,[wewould state that there is a
B10% chance of a loss of inventory worth $2 million
to $4.5 million.[One objection to this approach is that the data
may not be available. However, the previously cited research
shows that experts can be trained to subjectively estimate
the values. Note that ordinal scales, which also depend on
subjective assessments, do not in any way alleviate the
problem associated with a lack of data; on the contrary, they
merely hide it. With quantitative probability estimates,
however, uncertainty is explicitly incorporated. Furthermore,
these estimates can be refined (given the existence of the
extensive research about human performance in assessing
subjective probabilities) and tracked against actual outcomes.
The second criterion that good risk assessment methods

should satisfy is that they should use Monte Carlo
simulations to explicitly model the relationships of
components in a system and their correlations. In other
words, instead of just adding or multiplying abstract factors,
realistically descriptive functions are defined. If the risks of a
major engineering project missing a deadline were being
assessed, then the function may involve the rules of a detailed
work plan with a range of durations defined for inclement
weather or accidents. This exhibits no more of a Bgarbage
in/garbage out[ problem than any of the ordinal scoring
methods, but it does allow for explicit known mathematical
relationships (such as correlations that may exist among
the components of a chemical processing plant, or the effect
of demographic trends on a new mall) for which ordinal
scales hardly provide even a gross approximation.
Finally, the third criterion for good risk assessment methods

is that they should allow for research in human judgment and
decision making to be applied in a corrective fashion. Many
of the probabilities required for such quantitative models may
still rely on the subjective judgments of experts, but methods
can be employed to correct for biases, such as overconfidence.
For example, the U.K. government explicitly acknowledges
that optimism bias is a problem in planning and budgeting and

has developed measures for how to deal with optimism bias in
the government. The U.K. Department for Transport requires
project planners to use so-called Boptimism bias uplifts[ for
large transport projects to arrive at accurate budgets for
planned ventures [32].
The first two criteria involve the use of methods already

widely used in actuarial science, probability theory, statistics,
and decision sciences, where risk is thought of as the
probability of a loss of some magnitude. Industries associated
with nuclear power, oil exploration, weather models, and
actuarial science already make extensive use of such
methods. One key advantage of such methods is that they
produce results that can be compared with observation.
While it may not be possible to validate whether an
assessment of a Bmedium[ probability was realistic (since it
is ambiguous), numerical probabilities can at least be
compared with observed frequencies. Furthermore, if
probability functions are known for input variables, probability
theory and simulations can be used to assess the risks of events
that have not yet occurred (e.g., the 1-in-500-year events
routinely assessed in studies of nuclear power safety).
We should make note of one clarification. In these

quantitative solutions to risk assessments, sometimes
probability and magnitude are multiplied together. This may,
at first, seem like a multiplicative version of the ordinal
scales, but in this case, neither dimension is ordinal.
Probabilities are measured quantitatively as real number
values between 0 and 1, inclusive, which is a ratio scale.
Magnitude of loss, likewise, is a ratio scale, not an ordinal
scale. Loss could be expressed as a monetary value or, as in
the case of public health and safety, numbers of injuries or
deaths.

Validated methods for eliciting
subjective probabilities
It is a common belief among users of ordinal scoring
methods that their situations are uniquely complex or lack the
large volumes of data they imagine are at the disposal of
analysts in other environments. They apparently conclude,
then, that the use of subjective ordinal scores is their only
recourse. However, methods exist that make the subjective
assessments of probabilities practical while controlling for
many of the sources of error mentioned previously. Three
such methods appear to significantly improve the ability of
experts to provide subjective estimates.
First, regular feedback can be provided to experts with

incentives for improved performance. Weather forecasters
using incentive systems based on the Brier score have
developed a highly calibrated sense of subjective
probabilities [33]. That is, when they say there is a 95%
chance of precipitation, it rains 95% of the time. While
weather forecasters have the advantage of empirical data
and detailed weather models, the forecasts often require
subjective assessments (and the original research in this area,
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in the late 1970s, predates the more advanced weather
models used today).
Second, experts can be provided with so-called calibration

training. There is evidence of some success in using various
training techniques to calibrate experts to aid in assessing
subjective odds. One of the authors has found that a half-day
of training significantly reduces both overconfidence and
underconfidence [34]. Other researchers have found that
similar simple techniques have a significant effect on the
calibration of probabilities [35]. Training methods typically
involve repeated tests with trivia questions and feedback on
results. Specific techniques involve treating the probability
assessment in such a way that it is compared with a
corresponding bet involving known chances. One such
method is sometimes called the equivalent urn method [36].
If an expert believes an event has a 20% chance of
occurrence, then a bet on that event should be considered
equivalent to a bet based on whether a red marble will be
randomly selected from an urn filled with marbles of which
20% are red and 80% are green.
Finally, experts can participate in prediction markets.

When a number of people trade contingent assets whose
value is tied to a future event such as BBarack Obama will
win a second term of office,[ the current price at which these
assets change hands provides a good indication of the
probability of the relevant event. This approach seems to be
reasonably well calibrated even if the market involves only
Bplay[ money and a scenario in which players compete for
points [37].
As the previous citations illustrate, these methods of

eliciting subjective probabilities are well-researched
alternatives to ordinal scales. Such methods can and have
been used in any environment where historical data are not
considered sufficient for quantitative analysis and subjective
estimates are required. These methods avoid the ambiguity
error introduced by using verbal labels and can directly be
used in probabilistic simulations.
However, even users of more sophisticated simulations

might not be aware of the benefits of these methods. One of
the authors has conducted a survey of users of common
personal computer Excel** spreadsheet-based Monte Carlo
simulation tools (such as @Risk and Crystal Ball) and finds
that while subjective probability estimates are common in
Monte Carlo simulations, calibration training is rarely used.
From a total of 72 models created by 34 individual analysts,
most involved a significant number of subjective probability
estimates, but none used calibration training.
Currently, one of the authors has provided probability

calibration training to a total of 190 individuals, all of whom
completed training in which they were asked to provide a
probability they will be correct in the answers for a series of
true/false trivia questions. Of those, 166 also completed
training in which subjects were asked to provide subjective
90% confidence intervals for a variety of trivia questions.

This is similar to the methods used in previously cited
research on overconfidence. When these individuals were
initially tested, on average, they correctly answered only 47%
of the answers within their stated 90% confidence intervals.
After training and three to five rounds of additional tests, they
on average correctly answered 80% of the questions within
their 90% confidence intervals, and 66% of the subjects
were within the statistically allowable error for perfect
calibration. The calibration of binary probabilities showed that
subjects who assessed probabilities produced an expected
percentage correct to within 5% of their actual percentage
correct (i.e., they would be correct about 80% of the time when
they said they were 80% confident). Initially, they were
overconfident by an average of 14% (i.e., when they said
they were 90% confident they were correct only 76% of
the time). These results are more encouraging than some of the
attempts at calibration in the previous literature. Differences
may be due to the fact that this training employed a
combination of several calibration techniques, whereas in
the previous literature subjects were typically tested one
method at a time. In addition, unlike in some of the previous
calibration research, the group of subjects for this training
consisted entirely of professionals who are routinely
confronted with real-world estimation problems.

Evidence of improvements on ordinal scores
There is little detailed analysis on the performance of ordinal
scales since the results are rarely tracked (and this may very
well explain why ordinal scales persist). Even most users
of detailed Monte Carlo simulations rarely keep track of
forecasting performance. However, we do know of at least one
interesting example for which a fairly large sample of
situations have been assessed with both a multiplicative
ordinal Brisk map[ and quantitative models with Monte Carlo
simulations, and which therefore permits a comparison of the
two types of approaches to risk assessment. This example
concerns NASA, which requires engineers and mission
managers to develop a B5 � 5 risk matrix[ for each new
mission or space vehicle to identify key risks that may result
in partial or complete mission failure [4]. At the same time,
the NASA Headquarters Cost Analysis Division (CAD) has
been conducting a Monte Carlo-based analysis of the same
missions. The Monte Carlo simulations address cost and
schedule risks as well as the risk of various mission failures.
All of these missions have also been part of a historical
analysis in which Bbest-fit[ regression models compare
indicators of mission complexity, budget constraints, and time
constraints to actual mission failures.
The Monte Carlo simulation produced by the CAD uses

data that are based, in part, on a logistic regression of
previous mission failure rates with respect to a Bcomplexity
index[ consisting of 37 factors [38]. Some subjective
estimates of probabilities were also used when historical
data were insufficient. The simulations outperformed the
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5 � 5 matrices in predicting partial and complete mission
failures. While several observed causes of mission failures
were identified by the group that conducted the Monte Carlo
simulations, not one actual mission failure was ever
anticipated by the groups that created 5 � 5 matrices.
It is worth noting that the Monte Carlo models also

consistently outperformed traditional deterministic estimates
of costs and duration. Just over half of the simulations
produced cost and schedule results that were within 10% of
actual observations, whereas the deterministic methods
consistently underestimated costs and schedule delays by
25%–55%.
The analysts of the CAD also note an important reaction

by mission managers and engineers regarding the use of
models that depend in part on quantitative historical data.
There is a tendency to think of each mission as unique so
that historical data cannot be used in a meaningful way to
assess the risks of the new vehicle or mission. In our
experience, we have also found this opinion to be not
uncommon among managers in information technology,
business operations, and a variety of other fields. However,
the data clearly show that, in the case of NASA, the
quantitative models that were based on historical data
analysis and quantitative subjective estimates outperform the
qualitative judgments of experts.
While previously published research comparing the

performance of various risk analysis methods involving
real-world problems is scant, what does exist seems to
support the experience at NASA. One study in the oil
exploration industry showed that the sophistication of
the quantitative risk assessments correlated with various
measures of financial performance of oil exploration
companies [39]. Furthermore, the effect on financial
performance was observed to occur just after the more
advanced methods were adopted [40]. These researchers
equated Bmore advanced[ with the use of quantitative risk
estimates, decision trees, Monte Carlo simulations, options
theory, and portfolio theory.

Conclusion
In this overview, we have argued that scoring methods are
poor tools for risk assessment. We first described a number of
common scoring methods currently used to assess risk in a
variety of different domains. We then identified and
discussed four important problems associated with the use of
these scoring methods. We concluded by arguing that risk
assessment should describe risk in terms of mathematical
probabilities.
The problem discussed in this paper is serious. The fact

that simple scoring methods are easy to use, combined with
the difficulty and time delay in tracking results with respect to
reality, means that the proliferation of such methods may
well be due entirely to their perceived benefits and yet have
no objective value.

A practical alternative to scoring methods exists, namely,
the use of quantitative probability estimates. Methods
involving such probability estimates have been validated by
observation and, at a minimum, control for many of the
sources of error. We, therefore, conclude that caution should
be exercised before using scoring methods to make critical
risk assessments. The size and scope of many investment
decisions and public health and safety decisions easily justify
a more rigorous analysis than is permitted by the use of
scoring methods involving ordinal scales. At a minimum,
rigorous empirical tests of the predictive validity of a scoring
method should be required before it is applied to such critical
risk analysis problems.

**Trademark, service mark, or registered trademark of Microsoft
Corporation in the U.S., other countries, or both.
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